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Ranch Market is a supermarket or chain of retail 
stores in U.S.A serving products including bakery, 
fruits, vegetable, meat, grocery items etc. They 

have a good reputation in the market for the 
wholesome, nutritious and tasty food. They 

source fresh products  from trusted suppliers. 
Several franchisee’s run the business since 1998  
in Indonesia . It provides fresh products catering 
for high-end and middle-high class customers. To 

uphold and maintain customer loyalty Ranch 
Market continues to improve the shopping 

experience and customer satisfaction.

PMV Maltings  Established and incorporated under the 

Indian Companies Act, PMV Maltings Pvt Ltd is one of the 

largest Malting companies in India. The company has a long 

experience in the field. It is a closely held family owned 

company by Jains, a business family from the past seven 

generations. PMV Maltings is an ISO certified organization. 

Food 
Processing

Industry Location

India 1,80,000 tons

Production per 
Annum
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Challenges faced

Production cycles were affected during night shifts as monitoring the 

progress during odd hours was practically very difficult. Generation of 

reports robbed much of the precious time of Management and those 

reports were not fully reliable as well. 

The Management were desperately seeking a ticketing system to 

standardize and regularize routine maintenance activities.

Procuring spares well in advance was not done and Inventory 

management staff needed to be aware of the closing stock on each 

transaction and an intimation mechanism on reaching a minimal count so 

that they can strike a balance between instant availability of spares and 

unnecessary storage in excess.
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Our Solution
With automation of maintenance operations the plant became fully automatic 

which is the current trend in maintenance management. InnoMaint fully 

automated their Planned Preventive Maintenance Schedules and addressed the 

corrective maintenance, as well, in an effective and amicable way.

The management leveraged the 
Solution Bank feature of InnoMaint 
available to the service technicians 

via easy to use & user friendly 
mobile app which are usually 

created by senior technicians and 
approved by Facility Manager.

 While keying in the defect 
statement for posting service 
requests the CMMS software 

listed out similar types of defects 
raised for the asset in the form of 

autocomplete entries.

All stakeholders were promptly 
notified for deviations in Service 
Level Agreements with multiple 
and multi level remainders and 

escalation so that the 
management were able to speed 

up maintenance work at each and 
every stage. 

They used calibration workflow 
provided by InnoMaint to 

calibrate all the measuring 
instruments in their lab for 
ensuring the accuracy in 

measurements.

Results

• The downtime of assets was reduced greatly by 30% even during night 
shifts.

• InnoMaint brought about an improvement in production of barley by 20 
percent by effective maintenance handling and periodic system audit. 

• The technicians duly attended to auto assigned tasks during all shifts & 
provided a complete & best fix predominantly in the first attempt. 

• The plant derived utmost benefit from their assets by improving Mean 
Time Between Failures(MTBF) and Mean Time To Repair(MTTR). 

• InnoMaint helped in achieving optimum level of spares in the inventories 
with Intimation on reaching minimum re-order levels. Genuine spares 
were dispatched quickly so that normal working condition was restored at 
the earliest.

• As key stakeholders were brought in the loop of challenging maintenance 
issues the number of tickets in backlog were greatly reduced. InnoMaint 
helped them in generating around 30 + customizable reports in few clicks 
for quick review meetings.


